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RUSH QUESTIONNAIRE
I have never rushed before and know very little about sororities. However, there's a lot 
I need to know. I’ve gotten some insight from a few friends in different sororities over 
the years but I can’t help but want to partake for strictly selfish reasons. I so desperate-
ly wish I were a fly on the wall in each of those houses. Think about everything that you 
would get to witness: all of their weird procedures, the three days of awkward small 
talk, all of the behind the scenes drama! I know a good amount of people are rushing 
and might need some legitimate, certifiable guidance on how to pick the right house 
for them.  I’ve created this questionnaire so that you can gather allllllll the information 
you need to make the best decision.

Which house has the best snacks? _______________

Draw your snack here:                                                       Rank all of the bathrooms:
1. ___________________
2. ___________________
3.___________________
4.___________________
5.___________________

How many times were you asked what your major was? _____

If you had to share a fun fact write it down here: ___________________________

Were they nice when they reacted to your fun fact? _____

How many members had very clearly not been to chapter and had no clue what 
they were  doing? ____

Did anyone forget your name during the conversation? _________...Who?_______

Song review. This is crucial. You don't want to sound shitty when you're up there 
next year.
Most on pitch to least on pitch:           Spirit Factor?           Best lyrics to worst lyrics:
1. _______________________      Yes         or            No    1. ____________________
2. _______________________      Yes         or            No    2. ____________________
3. _______________________      Yes         or            No    3. ____________________
4. _______________________      Yes         or            No    4. ____________________
5. _______________________      Yes         or            No    5. ____________________

Alright, you can be honest. Who's already out so far? _______________________

Fair enough. Now you have to say who's in the lead: ________________________
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It's about time 
y'all pref'd me 
fr.

... ALWAYS IN A RUSH

Trust me, this is very important. Who was in the kitchen? ____________________

Think about who in the organization you were talking with. On a scale of 1 to 10, 
how embarrassed would you be if they saw your FYP?

               1        2        3        4        5        6        7       8        9       10

Even more serious, what about your Spotify 'On Repeat' Playlist?

               1        2        3        4        5        6        7       8        9       10
Last, but certainly not least, pick the "rush" that you think best corresponds with 
your top pref. And you DON'T want to screw up now. You've come too far. This will 
completely make or break you!!!!!!

WINNER: __________________________ <3 (also remember greek life doesn't de-
termine your value, if they don't want you it's their loss bruh)

Still Caroline,
Your official rush confidant

WHAT MOUSE ARE YOU? Caroline Concannon,
Kind of Caroline LopezHL
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